Individual-based modelling of angiogenesis inside three-dimensional porous biomaterials.
This paper presents a simulation modelling framework to study the growth of blood vessels and cells through a porous tissue engineering scaffold. The model simulates the migration of capillaries and the formation of a vascular network through a single pore of a tissue engineering scaffold when it is embedded in living tissue. The model also describes how the flow of blood through the network changes as growth proceeds. Results are given for how the different strategies of seeding the pore with cells affects the extent of vascularisation. Also simulations are made to compare results where the values of different model parameters are varied such as the pore dimensions, the density of endothelial cells seeded into the pore, and the release rate of growth factor from the scaffold into the pore. The modelling framework described in this paper is useful for exploring experimental strategies for producing well-vascularised tissue engineered constructs, and is therefore potentially important to the field of regenerative medicine.